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Briefly
Local
Election results:

Official election results
for the city of Bowling
Green. Winners are marked
withan"B."
Mayor:
■ Wes Hoffman (R)
2,675(39.5%)
Joyce Kepke(D)
2,353(34.8%)
L: Jim Tinker, (I)
1,741(25.7%)
Ward 1:

■ Scott Ziance(R)
1,128(55.8%)
: Jim Davidson (D)
681(33.7%)
D AmyHamm(I)
212(10.5%)
Ward 2:
■ Bill Fisher (D)
827(100%)
Ward 3:
■ Robert McGeein(R)
1,126(100%)
Ward 4

■ John Muni I>>

1,147(53.0%)
Bill Herald (R)
1,015(47.0%)

Council-at-large:
■ Thomas Anderson (D)
3 351(53.6%)
11 Geraldine Jensen (R)
2,902(46.4%)
;:GregRichey(I)
School board:
■ Suzanne Clark
4,897(27.1%)
■ Lee Sundermeier
3,876(21.4%)
■ Tyne Hyslop
3,170(17.5%)
; : John Wade
3,072(17.0%)
. Ron Zwierlein
3,070(17.0%)
Mental Health Levy:
■ Yes
18,278(58.5%)
No
12,972(41.5%)
Health Levy:
■ Yes
16,148(52.8%)
l_No
14,413(47.2%)
* All write-in ballots were
unavailable by press time.

Campus
Forum canceled:

President Olscamp's
forum for Wednesday has
been canceled.

Lottery
Lottery picks:
Here are the Ohio Lottery
drawing selections made
Tuesday night:
Pick3 Numbers: 5-8-2
Pick4 Numbers: 3-1-8-9
Cards: Three of Hearts
Eight of Clubs
Two of Diamonds
Six of Spades
The Super Lotto jackpot is
$20 million.

Weather
Snow likely:
Today, morning flurries,
then becoming partly
sunny. High 35 to 40. The
chance of snow is 80 percent. Tonight, becoming
cloudy. A slight chance of
flurries late. Low in the
mid-20s.
compiled by local and
wire reports
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BG elects Hoffman mayor
Tinker and Kepke look to continue political plans
by Jackie Rosepal, Chris Hawley
and Jackie Porter
The BG News

With his 322-vote win aided by a
strong showing in Ward One, Republican mayor-elect Wes Hoffman says he intends to act on
campaign promises he made in
response to student concerns.
Appointing students to city
boards and commissions highlight his aims for future campuscommunity relations.
Hoffman reacted with a smile
but showed little emotion after
receiving the news of his victory.
Republican election officials
said Hoffman did well in Ward
One, where student opponent Jim
Tinker was expected to dominate.
No offical ward results were
available, however.
Scott Ziance, a University student who won the Ward One
council seat, expected cooperation from Hoffman in addressing? student concerns.
T11 be talking a lot to Hoffman, I think we'll make a good
team for students," Ziance said.

Democrat Joyce Kepke trailed
Hoffman for second place, receiving 34.76 percent of the vote.
Kepke said she was "disappointed" with the results but said the
race was challenging. She also
praised her opponent.
"Wes will be a very good
mayor," she said. "We've
worked well together in the past
and we will do well in the future."
Immediate future plans for Kepke include "scrubbing the kitchen floor," however, she stated in
a more serious tone, "I'm going
to do the best job on city council
aspossible."
Tinker, an independent and the
only student mayorial candidate
in city history, received 1,741
votes for third place.
Despite losing the race, Tinker's campaign manager, Kelly
Warner, said the months of work
was a success for the student
body.
"We did the best job we possibly could have done," Warner
said. "This was the biggest student movement."
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See Mayor, page three.

Ziance: a new kid
on the BG block

by Jackie Porter Chris Hawley
"In spring we weren't sure
and Jackie Rosepal
what direction to take," Ziance
The I)G News
said. "Party support and advisors really helped out in putting
►Students swarm polls. Page together a strategy — they really
four.
enhanced my knowledge of poli•> Mura defeats Herald in Ward tics and my political savvy."
Four. Page four.
Ziance said his victory will only
University junior Scott Ziance bring him a temporary sense of
took the Ward 1 race and defeated relief because of the amount of
incumbent Democrat Jim Da- work ahead of him, but he added
vidson Tuesday night in a lands- his immediate plans are of a perlide victory.
sonal nature.
Ziance ended the election with
"I have to rediscover my classmore than half of the votes — a es now," he said. "But — I want
total of 1,128. Davidson and inde- to party."
pendent candidate Amy Hamm
Defeated incumbent Jim Datook 681 and 212 votes, respective- vidson was gracious to his successor and said he wishes Ziance
lyThe University junior was jubi- the best of luck dealing with the
lant over his victory, and thanked conflicts of Ward 1 during the
his constituents for their support. next two years.
"I worked really hard this
"It was a very good race," Dasummer gaining the respect of vidson said. "It was a very hard
the local community," Ziance race and my opponent prevailed
said. "It's incredible," Ziance — now he gets to deal with the
said. "I have a feeling of grati- many and varied problems of the
tude for all the people who helped
[. See One, page six.
out."
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Walbridge race decided
by one person's ballot
by Lucinda Robbins
city reponer
Many people believe that their
vote cannot possibly count, but in
the Village of Walbridge, one person made all the difference.
Gregory E. Pasqualone is
thanking that one person today
after he won the Walbridge

mayoral race by one vote.
In official results, Pasqualone
received 429 votes, and opponent
Robert J. Robson received 428
votes. A third candidate, Robert
J. Hammersmith, received 238
votes.
Pasqualone won by a mere .09
percent of the vote.
Supporters of Robson plan to
ask for a recount of the vote.

Thr BG Nc»s/Tlm Norman

Bowling Green Mayor Elect Wes Hoffman smiles after hearing the final voting results of the mayorial
election at the Republican Headquarters In Anderson Ice Arena lounge at 10:16 p.m. Tuesday. Hoffman
won the election with 2,675 total votes, 322 votes more than Joyce Kepke and 934 votes more than Jim Tin
ker.

Election coverage continues...
• Mura defeats Herald in Ward Four while Anderson retains council-atlarge seat Page (our.
• Student turnout heaviest since Reagan-Mondale presidential race Page tour.

University works to resolve conflict
Operations department meets three of six demands
by Doug Baker
general assignment reporter

Students protesting an allegedly fallacious police report had
three of their six demands met
Monday during a meeting with
Robert Martin, vice president of
operations.
The demands Martin agreed to
included:
■ Working toward a culturally
diverse University police force by
notifying black organizations
when vacancies occur in the
force.
■ Giving African-American
greek-letter organizations the
right to hire non-University security for their events.
■ Granting the right of black
greek organizations, Black Student Union, and the Black Greek

Council's adviser and the respective organization's adviser to
receive written copies of any
police reports within 48 hours of
the time the report is filed.
Demands which have not yet
been met include the resignation
of Cpl. John Shumaker (the officer who allegedly falsified the report), the resignation of those
who agreed with the fallacious
Eilice report and an apology letr written by Shumaker and endorsed by those who corroborated
the report.
According to Maurice Tate,
Black Student Union president,
the protests will stop only if all
the demands are met.
"We feel these are legitimate
demands and there is no reason
they cannot be met." Tate said.
The allegedly false report concerned accounts of fights break-

ing out at a dance sponsored by
Phi Beta Sigma fraternity in August.
Martin also agreed to pay a
$493.95 bill Phi Beta Sigma
received for the dance, which included fees such as those for
police cruiser tires slashed in
front of the Union, three extra security guards that were put on the
bill when they were already on
duty, the time Cpl. Shumaker
spent to write the report and
three security guards who arrived late, but who the Sigmas
were charged full time for.
Tate said Martin wanted to discuss the entire matter over the
phone, but he said this was unacceptable.
In turn, Vice President of Student Affairs Mary Edmonds
See Demand, page six.

Four-person mediation panel
chosen to investigate charges
by Aaron Dorksen
administration reporter

The University has named
a four-person mediation
panel, with a possible fifth to
be named, to attempt to resolve charges made by
several black organizations
regarding the University's
public safety department.
Vice President of Student
Affairs Mary Edmonds and
Vice President of Operations
Robert Martin appointed the
panel, which will be given all
the information on the situation and perform an investigation.
Martin said the panelists

were chosen based on their
ability to work independently
and in an unbiased nature.
The panel will include Mary
Pegram, chairperson of the
social work department; Suzanne Crawfora, dean of continuing education; Terry
Parsons, director of the Student Recreation Center; and
Marshall Rose, director of affirmative action.
A fifth panelist has also
been chosen but was unable to
be reached Tuesday, Martin
said. The canidate is expected to be announced today if he
or she accepts.
The panel will be supplied
See Panel, page three.
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D.C., environmentalists
at loggerheads over trees
It's a sight which would make even
the most jaded cry.
A vast expanse of trees which
covered most of the United States for
thousands of years is rapidly diminishing due to the commencal timber industry. Across the nation, protected
forests are falling victim to the destruction of logging. Only 5 percent of
American virgin forests remain unmolested, excluding Alaska.
This situation, however, was not always the case.
For decades, timber companies
fought to keep the public trees from being cut because it depressed the price
of their own timberland. But during the
1980s, the companies began to cut practically all their old growth — forests
which contain trees 300 to 1,000 years
old. According to a recent article inlTje
New York Times, the Regional Forest
Service said even the Congress members from the timber states of Washington and Oregon press companies to
sell trees faster than the public lands
can replenish.
Timber companies justify Congress'
urgings by claiming our national
forests were set aside, like Europe's, to
be harvested regularly. Meanwhile,
our federal government facilitates the
harvest by providing the forests, at
cost, to logging companies.
The most outrageous economic justification centers around the ancient
forests in Alaska. Two mills owned by
the Louisiana-Pacific Corporation and
a Japanese consortium allegedly paid
$3 for 500-year-old spruces as part of a
deal.

Secretary of the Interior Manuel Lujan Jr. is planning also to start a "God
Squad," a group of federal officials
which will basically ignore the Endangered Species Act and allow 44
sales of old-growth Oregon timber.
These sales had been halted previously
by the spotted owl ruling, which prohibited logging in areas where it threatened the northern spotted owl, an endangered species.
Environmentalist claims are at odds
with the logging industry because they
claim clearcutting old-growth forests
will push the endangered northern
spotted owl into extinction. Logging
companies believe the owl can relocate
into different habitats — however,
scientists have proven spotted owls can
only survive in old-growth forests.
The debate over clearcutting has
grown into barbaric proportions. Bodies of northern spotted owls have been
found nailed to road signs in Washington and Oregon, where the loggers live
in fear and anger that their jobs will be
eliminated by environmentalists.
The sad fact is loggers — regardless
of what ecologists do — seem to be an
endangered species as well. New technology allows for wood substitutes,
such as oriented-strand board, a new
plywood made by fusing glue-covered
strips of sawmill waste on trees like
aspen.
Despite the new technology, a rethinking and prioritization of old-growth
forest management needs to be implemented. After all, you can't see the
trees if there isn't any forest.

Break out those Air Falcons
Hoops time again and here we come, Runnin' Rebs!
of the rowdy section. However,
now I'm a little wary of sitting
there — at one game I was tackSHARLYN led by a group of immature guys
trying to catch a 'You'll like our
AVINA stuff' T-shirt. I hit my head on the
bleachers, lost an earring and
missed the next three plays of the
game. My head was pounding for
the rest of the game, and I didn't
even receive an apology, but at
least we won. Now whenever I see
One more day! Can you believe those dangerous T-shirts flying, I
it? Basketball season is finally duck and take cover.
here! I've been counting down
since last March. I was in the fifth
My sister, who is a sophomore
grade the first time I saw a Fal- at Ohio State, constantly brags
con basketball game, and I've about OSU's basketball team:
been hooked ever since. I actually "Last year we were in the NCAA
have programs dating back to tournament."
1981. My instinct's that this is go"Oh, yeah?" I reply. "Well, the
ing to be the year — MAC
champs, NCAA tournament, last time BG played OSU at OSU,
BGwon!"
Final Four.
"Rieht. When, in the 1800s?"
"You say that every year," my she asks.
sister skeptically points out to
me. OK, maybe I am dreaming a
"Not. Actually, it was on Dec.
little, but I'm a basketball opti- 20, 1983. We won 70-64. I have
mist. It could happen. One of proof," I tell her, handing her one
these years I'll be right, and it of my old programs.
could be this year. I'll find out be"Oh, well, that doesn't count.
ginning tomorrow night. The We have Jimmy now," she says
women play the Athletes in Ac- and changes the subject.
tion at 5:45 p.m. and the men play
Ragnone's All-Stars at 8 p.m. in
I go to games regardless of the
exhibition match-ups at Anderson teams' records, not just when
Arena.
they are playing Michigan State
or are hosting an NCAA tournaI can hardly wait — the last ment game. I figure the teams
minute three-pointers, the emo- need just as much support, if not
tional jams, the key block, steal more, when they are having an
and fast break and of course off season. I stay until the end of
those critical free throws — my the game — whether we are winadrenalin is flowing already. Be- ning by 40 or losing by 40. Alfore every game I always buy a though I personally wouldn't
program, a fifty-fifty ticket and a know, I imagine it would be a
Sag of peanut M&Ms. Then I go little demoralizing to watch half
find the perfect seat. Unfortu- of the crowd leave with two
nately, no matter where I sit, I'm minutes or more left in the game.
always next to an obnoxious visit- If we lose the game, I never wear
ing fan, a negative know-it-all the outfit I have on to another
(who doesn't), or a bunch of bra- game. If the game is important, I
tty children who constantly wear my lucky sweatshirt. Am I
squeeze past me to go to the bath- starting to sound superstitious?
room or something.
I used to like to sit in the middle
When we win, I'm happy; when

H

r

we lose, I'm sad. I still remember
the disappointing game between
BG and OU. It was the championship game; the winner would automatically receive an NCAA bid.
This was the time when the tournament games were played at the
school sites, before uie 45-second
clock, and the three-point shot.
The game was very emotional
and close. OU stalled the ball,
and, after we had won the regular
season title, we lost the only
game that mattered by three
points, 56-59. As a child, I remember how shocked I was at the
OU fans' behavior. Still vivid in
my mind are the images of the
entire OU band cramming in the
student section of Anderson, an
overzealous OU fan sitting on the
rim of the hoop taunting us, and
the image of one of the BG seniors
sitting on the bench with tears in
his eyes, stunned and disappointed. I felt like crying, too.
Yet along with the disappointments are the sweet victories. I remember sitting in the
bleachers at one game without
hope. Approximately three seconds were on the clock, we were
down by two and UT had the ball.
I thought the game was over,
when suddenly a miracle was bestowed upon us — somehow the
ball was stolen and passed and,
as the horn sounded, the ball swished through the net! The referee
threw his arms in the air — threepoint field goal. We won!
Unbelievable — I was screaming and hugging everyone around
me. It was the most exhilarating
feeling!
Well, I'm more than ready for
another exciting season of victories. See you tomorrow night,
humming, 'Forward Falcons,
forward Falcons, fight for victory...' Good Luck, Falcons!
Sharlyn Avina is a senior English major from Bowling Green.

Waiting for Godot - the sequel
Oh, those happy, lazy, unemployed homeless

MICHAEL
BKENNAN

"An Odd Column," by Michael
Brennan.
Odd Couple #1: Felix Ungar
and Oscar Madison
Odd Apology: Originally Mr.
Brennan was going to write about
the Cleveland/Cincinnati game;
unfortunately two missed field
goal attempts and a missed
touchdown pass to Brian Brennan
(no relation! thwarted both a
Cleveland victory and this week s
column. But the Lord works in
mysteriously odd ways; as a
sporting disaster ruined one column, a natural disaster inspired
this one.
Odd Couple #2: Arlen Specter
and Harris Wofford
Odd Aside: Recognizing that
last week columnist John Bernard failed to make quota on
Bush-bashing, I've taken the liberty to pass along this tidbit of information that was passed along
to me by a Mr. Jim Kiley.
If you rearrange the letters in
"George Herbert Walker Bush,"
you get "Huge Berserk Rebel
wartnog." Coincidence? You be
the judge. But keep in mind that
"Ronald Wilson Reagan" rearranged spells "Insane Anglo
Warlord," and "Spiro Agnew"
becomes "Grow A Penis."
Odd Number: 13
Odd Story: A recent conversation on a cold lonely street located
somewhere between Anytown,
USA and the folds of the cerebral
cortex of a tired columnist's
brain. A wino lies in the gutter,
covered with last Sunday's
Toledo Blade. A man in a ragged
Haggar suit approaches him.
MAN: There s no more room in

the shelter, we're stuck out here
tonight, i The wino nods and tugs
at his newspaper blanket) I can't
believe how cold it's been this
week, it's already like winter... Let me see that — (Man
reaches for paper)
WINO: I want that back when
you're done.
MAN: I just wanted to read one
story, about Bush's home in Kennebunkport being ripped apart by
that storm on Saturday...Says
here that his whole living room
was washed out to sea.
WINO: Oh my God, his living
room? Horrible!
MAN: Yes, and it says that a
"treasured photograph of his
father," former Sen. Prescot
Bush, was found in the swamp.
WINO: How tragic! Sure hope
he kept the negative in a safe
E'lace. And lookit that picure...Bush finding his piano in
the backyard. Lookit him try in' to
play it, it looks like he's gonna
cry.
MAN: Yes, and "three of four
Kirs of prized binoculars" were
t!
WINO: God, I know how that
feels. I once lost a piece of chewing gum. It still had some flavor
in it, too. No, wait, I think I just
found it... (Pulls something from
his hair)
MAN: Er, yeah. And it says
here that Bush vows to rebuild his
home on the same spot.
WINO: (Chewing tentatively)
Well, DUH, if someone soaks my
cardboard box, I ain't so dumb as
to park it on the same curb twice!
Some folks never learn...But I
dunno. It must be rough losing
your "ancestral home" in a situation beyond your control, to lose
your home through no fault of
your own.
MAN: Must be odd. Of course,
that doesn't apply to us. Everybody knows that homeless
"choose" to be that way because
we're all "lazy" — at least that's
what the Republicans keep telling

WINO: Quit yer bitchin'! If
George Bush can pull himself up
by his own bootstraps, then why
couldn't we, if we were sober and
trying? Bush's overcoming of adversity just goes to show that the
American Dream still lives.
MAN: What the hell are you
talking about? Economic growth
is stunted, I can't find a job, let
alone a home I can afford. The infrastructure is crumbling and we
have a president who cares more
about battling third world countries for a few ingrates in Kuwait
than battling problems on a domestic front. We've got drug
dealers getting free lawyers, but
I can't even get a doctor to give
me an appointment. Oh sure,
Bush keeps saying that we're
coming out of the recession, but
there's no chicken in my pot.
Bush is the worst president since
Herbert Hoover. Prosperity?
HA! There ain't nothing around
the corner but a crack dealer with
a semi-automatic weapon. Supply-side belongs in the economic
wasteheap with Soviet Stalinomics. All the trickle-down theory
is good for is making the whole
goddamn system go down the
drain!
WINO: Jeez, you sure seem to
know a lot about economics.
MAN: I ought to. I used to be a
financial analyst for Drexel
Burnham.
WINO: Hey man, all I'm saying
is that in a country as great as
this, any man, even one born into
a privileged, upper class family,
can grow up to be President.
MAN:
And homeless...Of
course, he still has his home in
D.C.
WINO: Yeah, but his lease expires in '92, and he might just
receive his eviction notice.
Michael Dylan Brennan is an
odd columnist for The BG News,
and it is also an odd coincidence
that his name rearranged spells
' 'Drab Nanny Came In Hell.

Letters to the Editor
Sporting good
sports from BG
The BG News:
On Sept. 28,1 was the guest of a
Naval Academy graduate at the
football game between the Academy and Bowling Green State
University. I had a special interest in the game because, although
not an alumnus, I did teach at
BGSU for 21 years and am very
proud of that association.
The purpose of this letter is to
congratulate the coach and the
team, not only on their victory,
but on the fine sportsmanship
that was displayed throughout
the game. It was a clear, hardfought game with a minimum
number of penalties. Moreover, I
saw none of trie frantic exultation
following a routine tackle or a
broken-up pass that is now so
common among both professional
and collegiate players. Finally, at
the end of the game, both teams
met in the middle of the field to
shake hands. I had thought that
sportsmanship in collegiate athletics was completely dead, but
those teams gave me a glimmer
of hope. It is the coach that sets
the standards and I am glad that

Quote

Gary Blackney is at Bowling
Green State University.
I wish the team and the University continued success.
EldenT. Smith
Seminole, Fla.

Well ,Travis never
wrote fluffy blah!
The BG News:
I am writing in regard to the
weekly columns that appear in
The BG News. This year's columnists pale in comparison to
those of years past. Whatever
happened to writers the like of
Chuck Travis, Dennis Robaugh
(by far the best) and the many
others that once graced your
pages?
Now we have Connell Barrett,
who feels the need to explain
himself after each column absolving himself from criticism.
Don't feel that you have to apologize for what you write.
Michael Martone tries too hard
to be "weird." There is a line that
is thought-provoking or
humorous, and there is a weirdness that merely makes one say

"huh?" Mr. Martone has crossed
that line often.
Steve Bargdill has to grow up.
Maybe I've grown cynical after
three-and-a half years here, but it
seems to me that Mr. Bargdill,
with 18-year-old views on life will
be in for a rude awakening (no,
everything is NOT happy in the
world). Except for John Bernard,
every one of the columnists don't
seem to have anything of interest
to say (thank you for telling me
about your life experiences, Ms.
Avina and please write about
more mundane stuff like mayonnaise, Mr. Brennan). I may not
agree with what John Bernard
says, but at least he writes about
an issue that makes people think.
Hey columnists, take a risk at
not being liked or offending some
people and write something
"real" or 'thought-provoking."
The letters to the editor this year
are far more interesting and, in
my opinion, more valuable than
the weekly columns. The BG
News once contained some pretty
amazing material written on the
second and third pages. Is it possible for that to happen again?
PerrinSah
Senior
Political Science

"You cannot accept politics as a profession and
remain honest."
Louis McHenry Howe (1871-1936)

Unquote
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Asian group tries
to retain existence
what it is like to have an
Asian heritage, guaranteeing Asians receive the
rights which have been given to them by becoming citizens or visiting the United
States, learning the similarities and differences
among the Asian cultures
and dispelling stereotypes
which go along with people
of Asian origin.
The group is currently
planning a calendar of
speakers and is also focusing its attention on having
an Asian Awareness Week
sometime next semester,
Sou said.
During the week. Sou
said, he hopes to have a film
festival.
"The festival will hopefully raise political as well as
social issues," he said. "We
might throw in a couple of
fun films if we can."
Ronald Takaki, a noted
historian from Berkeley, is
going to be on campus to
give a keynote address,
"The Multicultural University of the 21st Century."
This is scheduled for Nov.
11, from 1 to 2:30 pjn.

by Kimberly Larson
human diversity reporter

An organization having
problems retaining recognition in the past has recently
been given its second wind.
The Asian Communities
United apparently was an
"on-again, off-again" group
for many years, said Alec
Sou, president of the group.
Sou said the group died
out for awhile but within the
last two years has been revived.
The group has sponsored
two meetings thus far this
semester, and Sou said he
was encouraged people of
different majors and backgrounds attended.
The purpose of the group
is to expand awareness of
the Asian community while
providing lectures for students interested in learning
about minority cultures,
such as Asians, within the
United States.
"This group is not just for
Chinese, Japanese and
Korean people," Sou said.
"It includes anyone who is
originally from anywhere
on the Asian continent."
The group lists its purposes as discovering the
authentic Asia, learning

Takaki is the author of
' 'Strangers from a Different
Shore: A History of Asian
Americans."

In Support Of Faculty
Appreciation Month
Panhellenic And
Interfraternity Councils
Would Like To Thank Th<
BGSU Faculty

For All Their Hard work

PACE THREE

Senate split on charter proposal
After a year and a half of work,
Croposed amendments to the
niversity's Academic Charter
are back where they started.
Faculty Senate members referred the proposal to the charter
back to its Amendments and Bylaws Committee Tuesday for further study.
The amendments concerned
charter sections dealing with definitions of University faculty and
administration. Although the
committee — headed by political
science professor D.S. Chauhan
— had worked on the proposal for
18 months, some senators thought
the amendments needed to be
more specific.
Several senators said they were
dissatisfied with the proposed

amendment because it was ambiguous, saying they wanted faculty and administration definitions to be better specified.
"This body has problems with
specifics of propositions which go
beyond clarity," one senator
said.
However, others said the proposal was specific enough, and
the definitions requested were
already contained in charter
cross-refrences some senate
members had not studied.
"It's going to be a difficult
day," one senator said. "Some
people have not reviewed the
academic charter."
Others maintained the academic charter should be amended so the cross-references would
not be needed and all definitions
of faculty be included in the same
place.
After a few minutes of debate,

Mayor -

Panel

11 Continued from page one.
"It was a tremendous experience," Tinker said. The victory
was a disappointment, he said,
but he felt all students involved
learned a lot.
"Now that we are politically
skillful, we still have plenty to
do," Tinker said.
Tinker acknowledged he had
several problems during his
campaign including: not meeting
more city residents, not raising
enough campaign funds and not
pushing for greater student involvement in his campaign.

I Continued from page one.
all documents pertaining to the
situation and will use it as a core
of information upon which to
expand, Martin said. The panel
will work as quickly as possible
but no timetable for a final report
has been set.
"Both Dr. Edmonds and I felt it
would be best to establish the
panel and then allow the panel to
work independently," Martin
said. "We will allow them to set
their own rules for operation."
Black Student Union President
Maurice Tate said the panel

by J. J. Thompson
administration reporter
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the senate agreed to table the
amendment and send it back to
the Amendments and Bylaws
committee.
Some senators, understanding
the amount of work already put
into the existing amendment,
sympathized with the committee.
"Good luck," a senator said.
Faculty Senate Chairperson
Leigh Chiarelott said he thought
sending the amendment back to
committee was a good idea.
"Given the complexity of the
issue, it was best, he said. "It's
a very difficult task inasmuch as
the charter is ambiguous."
Chiarelott said much of the confusion occurred because many
senators did not have time to read
the entire academic charter and
did not fully understand what was
already covered. Many senators
claimed items should be specified

"Amendments and Bylaws had
done their homework, but people
didn't believe that, I guess," he
said.
Because of the complexity of
the charter and sensitivity of the
issue, Chiarelott said the confusion and debate was not surprising.
"It's a very difficult task," he
said. "It strikes at the heart of
what we are — it tries to define
faculty."
In other matters, Chiarelott
announced University President Paul Olscamp has agreed to
dissolve the University standing
strategic planning committee.
Olscamp had appointed a new
committee to take care of longcgQge planning.

should help get to the truth of the
matter. Black greek organizations have been protesting an alleged fallicious police report
which detailed a fight an Aug. 28
dance hosted by Phi Beta Sigma
fraternity.
"I think the panel will help to
resolve the incident in regard as
to what exactly happened," Tate
said. "The evidence will show the
Slice report was falsified and
at it was intentionally written
that way to give black organizations a negative image."

The Sigmas have made a number of demands, including the
immediate dismissal of Cpl. John
Shumaker — the officer who filed
the report — from the University
police department; the dismissal
of other police officers who contributed to and approved the report; and a more culturally diverse police department.
They have also demanded an
apology from Shumaker, which
they have yet to receive, Tate
said.

Fall Specials
[November 7, 8, 9
at 8 p.m.
November 10
at 3 p.m.
Kobacker Hall
Moore Center BGSU
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Small One
Large One
I
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Ticket*: 16,18, J12
(S2 Sr. Gh.cn/ Student Discount)
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which were already mentioned in
other sections of the charter.

Children under 12: (4
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HOME OF THE MAC CHAMPS!

FALL 1992 LISTINGS AVAILABLE
Accepting Applications

November 9
International Relations Organization

?

?

?

• Good Selection of Houses
and Apartments
• Close to Campus
Stop In or Call
352-0717
224 E. Wooster

PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST

COME SUPPORT THE FALCONS AND CELEBRATE
THEIR CLINCHING OF THE MAC CHAMPIONSHIP
AND TRIP TO THE CALIFORNIA RAISIN BOWL!

?

?

Forum
TONIGHT
220 Math Science
8:30 pm

?

Greenbriar Inc.
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BOWLING GREEN VS. KENT
SATURDAY 130 - P»Y FIELD
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a Mom, Dad or Parent Sweatshirt at 25% off.
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CIVIL RIGHTS,
RIGHT NOW!
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SPECIAL PARENTS DAY HOURS
OPEN SATURDAY 9-5:30

S

lenhart Grand Ballroom 8:00 pm

i Sale Effective 11/6/91 to n/9/9i
Hours: Mon-Thurs 8-6 • Friday 8-5 • Saturday 9-5
STUDENT SERVICES BUILDING
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on Wednesday November 6
"I know one thing we did right
Was the day we started to fight
Keep Your eyes om the prize,
Hold on.'

Buy one sweatshirt at regular price, receive
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Mura defeats Herald

On-campus turnout 'great'

by Jackie Porter Chris Hawley and he could give them that
and Jackie Rosepal
change, Mura said.
The BG News
Mura said the race was a difficult one, adding that he appreciated the work Herald had done
Democrat John Mura defeated for the ward.
"It's tough running against an
eight-year incumbent BUI Herald
for the Ward Four city council incumbent that has been in office
seat while incumbent Democrat for four terms," he said. "But I
Tom Anderson is expected to re- think the people of the fourth
tain his seat over two challeng- ward saw it was time for a
ers.
change."
"I'm going to do what's honest
Mura beat Herald in each Ward and what's best for the communiFour precinct except one, defeat- ty," Mura said.
ing his Republican opponent with
53 percent of the votes cast.
Republican William Herald
"I feel great," Mura said. "We was gracious in the wake of his
worked really hard for the last defeat.
couple months to try to voice the
"Although I'm disappointed,
concerns of the 4th ward."
I'm appreciative of the citizens
The citizens of the ward were giving me the chance to serve
ready for a change in leadership,
lem over the years," he said.

by Aaron Dorksen

Herald, who received 1,015
votes to Mura's 1,147, said he
wants to continue his services to
the citizens of Bowling Green.
"I'm going to find some other
way to serve the public," he said.
Councilperson-at-large Anderson beat Geraldine Jensen, receiving 3,351 votes to 2,902 for
Jensen. Independent write-in
candidate Greg Richey's tally
was unavailable at press time.
Anderson said he was pleased
by the results of his victory, adding that he is looking forward to
continuing the job he nas been doing on council.
He said his opponents gave him
a good race.
"When you run for an office,
□ See Council, page six.

JAPAN AWAITS YOU!!!!
The Japan Exchange and Teaching (JET) Program offers you the opportunity to see and
experience life in Japan while being employed by one of various levels of government.
Help students to understand the English language and American culture or promote
international relations as you travel and enhance your knowledge of the world!

THE JET PROGRAM
Sponsored by the Japanese Government
For further information,
Embassy ot Japan
Consulate General of Japan
please write:
Office ot the JET Program
Japan Information Center
2520 Massachusetts Avenue, N.W.
737 North Michigan Avenue, Suite 1000
Washington D.C. 20008
Chicago, Illinois 60611

More on-campus students
voted in Tuesday's city elections than in any election since
the 1984 Reagan-Mondale
presidential contest.
Unofficial reports say 1,080
students voted in the Ward 1C
precinct, which comprises University property, out of 4,574
students registered.
The Wood County Board of
Elections will not confirm the
final results or release precinctby-precinct breakdowns until
today.
"The student participation
was great," said Undergraduate Student Government President Mike Sears. "In the last
UAO

dozen students confused about
why they were not allowed to
vote.

mayoral race [1987], only 60
students turned out."
The 1,080 student voters were
about 10 times the 119 student
voters who voted in the 1989
local elections.
Sears complimented the
efforts of the four student candidates for the great student
turnout, especially Jim Tinker,
who ran for mayor.
Between the candidates and
different University groups,
3,742 new voters were registered this fall.
"I think Jim Tinker had a
large effect on the race," Sears
said."This election shows the
students can and will have a
voice." Despite the increase in
the number of students who
voted, the frantic voter registration drive left at least two

administration reporter
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An election worker at the
Northeast Commons said at
least 25 students showed up at
the polls thinking they were
registered only to find out precinct workers were never notified.
Evelyn Lotz, director of the
Wood County Board of Elections, said it is unfortunate that
some forms were lost in the
shuffle but the students should
have contacted the board when
they didn't get a card.
"Those things do happen;
however, the mistake is not
necessarily the board of election's fault," Lotz said.
UAO

UAO

UAO

UAO

IN NEED OF A GOOD LAUGH?
GO SEE COMEDIANS R0V CRISS AND TON BECKA
When:
Where:

Nov. 15, 1991 @ 8:30pm
Dry Dock (located in the lower level of
Harshman Quad)

Cost:

It's FREE!

t>

The show will begin at 8:30pm and there will be open
dancing from 10pm until midnight.
For more information stop by the(yjjjj§) office. 3rd floor union or
call 372-2343.

Don't
Forget
Your Day Seniors!!
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FALC ON

VOLLEYBALL!
BEAT TOLEDO!

Your pre-appointed senior portrait
day, that is. Carl Wolf Studio Inc. is
on campus again to shoot senior
portraits, for those not
photographed in September.
Please check the preassigned date
you received from the studio for
your photo session. Simply come
that day to The KEY, 28 West Hall
10-12:30 and 2-6 p.m. for your
portrait.

Tonight 7pm at Anderson Arena
just present your student I.D. for admission.

P r e s e

n t s

GEORGIA PEACH TRIO
TONIGHT

40* OFF ON ALL DRINKS DURING HAPFV HOURS!

cm
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EYES ON THE PRIZE:
CIVIL RIGHTS,
RIGHT NOW!!!

"/ know one thing we did right
Was the day we started to fight
Keep Your eyes on the prize,
Holdoti."

The rest is history
and you'll be part of history by being included
in the 1992 KEY senior section, plus have some
great prints to choose from, too.
P.S. If you didn't receive your studio letter, you
can still be photographed by coming to The
KEY during our regular times. We'll fit you in!
Call 372-8086 for more details.

Juan Williams
Wednesday, November 6, 1991
Lenhart Grand Ballroom
Sponsored by: CJSG, GAO and MAP

Diversions
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

6, 1991
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Grill cookin' after 50 years
by Jacqueline Porter
abstain cilyeditoi

TIDBITS

Nestled on the corner of East
Court Street and North Main
Street is a piece of Bowling
Green's popular culture.
The Corner Grill, 200 North
Main St., has been cooking for 50
years. It still retains the appearance it had when it was first constructed in 1941.
Among the original touches are
the fresh desserts baked daily
and displayed under glass for all
hungry, sweet-toothed customers
to see. Also featured are burgers

FICTION
1. "Scarlett," Alexandra
Ripley
2. "Needful Things," Stephen King
3. "AH the Weyrs of
Pern," Anne McCaffrey
4. "Star Trek, the Next
Generation: Reunion," Michael Jan Friedman
5. "The Sum of All
Fears," Tom Clancy
6. "Comeback," Dick
Francis
7. "Sleeping Beauty," Judith Michael
8. "Remember," Barbara
Taylor Bradford
9. "Night Over Water,"
KenFollett
10. "The Doomsday Conspiracy," Sidney Sheldon

and eggs to order, and "taterboy" french fries — a favorite of
many students
"Breakfast and burgers are our
top sellers," co-owner Linda
Jones said.
Jones and her husband purchased The Corner Grill three
years ago. The duo also takes
turns managing and cooking for
the restaurant.
The husband-and-wife team
generally work at different times
with the different types of
patrons, she said.
"I prefer to work days, and my
husband likes to work nights,'
Jones said.

The Corner Grill has two large
spurts of business a day, she said,
and the personalities of the hungrveaters are quite diverse.
"The first shift is the lunch
shift," she said. "This is when the
attorneys, business people and
city workers come in to relax and
eat lunch.'"
During the third shift, the clientele takes a different twist. Jones
said.
"This is when the bar rush
comes in, which is primarily college students," she said.
For the most part, though,
Jones said she enjoys working at
her restaurant.

NON-FICTION
1. "Under Fire," Oliver L.
North
2. "Final Exit," Derek
Humphry
3. "Childhood," Bill Cosby
4. "Me," Katharine Hepburn
5. "The New World Order," Pat Robertson
6. "Awaken the Giant,"
Anthony Bobbins
7. "Dance While You
Can," Shirley MacLaine
8. "The New Joy of Sex,"
Alex Comfort
9. "Life's Not Fair, But
God Is Good," Robert H.
Schuller
10. "Den of Thieves,"
James B. Stewart
(Courtesy of Waldenbooks)

The BG News/Jay Murdock

Hungry bar-hoppers enter the Corner Grill for a bite to eat early
Tuesday morning.
The BG News/Jay Murdock

Escaping the cold Tuesday morning, patrons of the Corner Grill relax, eat and warm up before the trip
home.

New O'Keeffe bio
lacking evidence,
early information

The Top Ten
Best-selling singles of the
week:
1. "Romantic," Karyn
White
2. "Emotions," Mariah
Carey
3. "Do Anything," Natural Selection
4. "Hole Hearted," Extreme
5. "Can't Stop This Thing
We Started,'' Bryan Adams
6. "Good vibrations,"
Marky Mark & the Funky
Bunch-Loleatta Holloway
7. "I Ador Mi Amor,"
Color Me Badd
8. "Something To Talk
About," Bonnie Raitt
9. "Cream," Prince and
TheN.P.G
10. "Real Real Real,"
Jesus Jones
(Source: Cashbox magazine)

Baby, Why
Don't We...?
Nov. 6: This Year's Fad
at Tuxedo Junction.
Nov. 6: The Merry Can
Men at EasyStreet Cafe.
Nov. 8-9: Terry Davidson
and the Gears at Howard's
ClubH.
Nov. 7-9: "?DeDonde?"in
Eva Marie Saint Theatre at
8 p.m.
Nov. 7-9: Groovemaster
at EasyStreet Cafe.
Nov. 7: UAO Lenhart
Classic Film Series, "West
Side Story" at 9 p.m. in Gish
Film Theater.
Nov. 7: Passion Nouveau
and Wishing Field at Frankie's.
Nov. 8-9: UAO Weekend
Movie, "Awakenings," in
210 Math Science at 7:30,
9:45 and 12 p.m.
Nov. 8: Pegboy, The Vivians, New Bomb Turks and
Armadillo at Jax Club California.
Nov. 8: Strange Bedfellows at Frankie's.
Nov. 8: 100 Proof at Good
Tymes Pub.
Nov. 9: Parents Day
Show, The Lettermen in
Anderson Arena.
Nov. 9: Velvet Elvis at
Good Tymes Pub.
Nov. 9: Terrapin Wedge
at Jax Club California.
Nov. 9: Royal Crescent
Mob and 10 Ft. Pole at
Frankie's.
Nov. 10: "?DeDonde?"in
Eva Marie Saint Theatre at
2 p.m.

by Richard Benke
Associated Press Writer
ALBUQUERQUE(AP)At the turn of the century,
12ryear-old Georgia O'Keeffe decided to become a painter. Sixteen years later, Alfred Stieglitz had O'Keeffe's
first exhibit in his New York
gallery, 291.
What struck him about
her work was that it was not
influenced by known traditions. She was an original.
In a 1976 interview, O'Keeffe said: "It's as if my
mind creates shapes that I
don't know about. I get this
shape in my head, and
sometimes I know where it
comes from and sometimes
I don't."
Rather than study
whether Stieglitz, Edward
Steichen, Charles Scheeler
or Paul Strand influenced
O'Keeffe with their photography, why not look into
how O'Keeffe managed to
see things in her unique
way?
In "Becoming O'Keeffe:
The Early Years," Sarah
Whitaker Peters fails to go
back far enough. The 'early
years' she discusses are
adulthood, ranging from
1915, when the artist was 27,
into the 1930s and later.
Peters never gets into O'Keeffe's formative years.
In O'Keeffe's own 1976
book, "Georgia O'Keeffe,"
the artist begins with a discussion of her earliest
memories, including one before she could walk.
She describes, still vividly
88 years later, the brightness of light, pillows all
around, and her Aunt Winnie's "goldish hair done
high on fop of her head — a
big twist of blond hair and
lots of curly bangs."
Then she talks of playing
in a dirt road near home:
"The color of the dust was
bright in the sunlight. It
looked so soft I wanted to
get down into it quickly. It
was warm, full of smooth
little ridges made by buggy
wheels.
Peters borrows and inter8rets liberally from O'Keee's writings, mainly her

letters, but interprets too
liberally and borrows not
liberally enough.
Take Peters' discussion of
Wassily Kandinsky, a Russian-born pioneer of abstract art who taught at
Germany's Bauhaus
school:
"By 1915 she had read,
and absorbed, his radical
notion that colors 'awaken
in the soul emotions too fine
to be expressed in prose.' It
is very clear, even from the
little she has said, that she
wanted her paintings to
work like visual poems, to
resist the intellect a'most
entirely. Hence her firms
were simplified to thei/ essence and her colors « °re
orchestrated for psyc ic
resonance. Hence also 1. r
habit of denigrating her o»
superb intelligence witl
remarks like 'my so-called
mind.'"
But O'Keeffe isn't denigrating her intelligence.
She's merely stating what
every artist knows. Intellect
is inadequate. One cannot
"think" art.
And she never needed
corroboration from Kandinskv
Peters speculates
throughout with phrases
like "could have" and "certainly must have" and "undoubtedly was familiar
with," as in:
"She could have found an
earlier and more explicit
reason to trust her intensely
personal aesthetics in Kandinsky's 'Art of Spiritual
Harmony'(1914)."
But did she?
The evidence is lacking.
Peters offers a wonderful
collection of colorplates of
O'Keeffe paintings and
black-and-white photographs, including several
by Stieglitz and the 291
group.
She labored to gather and
display some excellent material, and she follows
known details of O'Keeffe's
life in scholarly fashion, for
which she deserves due
credit. But too many guesses are frustrating, infuriating and misleading.
("Becoming O'Keeffe:
The Early Years" is published by Abbeville Press
with a suggested retail price
of$39.95.)

Play probes ethnic issues
Experience of Latin American refugees examined
by Kimberly Larson
human diversity reporter

A graduate of the University is
returning to campus for the production of her play,"?De
Donde?," a play whicn focuses on
the plight of illegal aliens.
The play opens at 8 p.m. Thursday at Eva Marie Saint Theatre.
Mary Gallagher, playwright and
University graduate, will be in
town to see the opening night performance.
The play focuses on the Hispanic people who flee from thenLatin American country — not

only because of poverty, but also
because of political oppression,
said J.R. Sanchez, coordinator
and academic adviser of student
support services.
"These people are fleeing political oppression which they experience from the army and
government because of their political ideas and beliefs," Sanchez
said.
Sanchez said he believed the
play was very important because
it deals with immigration from
multiple perspectives.
"It not only gives the perspective of the immigrants, but also
the border patrol and govern-

ment officials," Sanchez said.
"It's important because it deals
with something that is happening
far away, and we are getting
more exposure."
Sanchez said this play is one of
the first the University has produced which focuses on major
ethnic issues.
"It addresses the plight of and
struggles facing immigrants
coming to the United States to do
the right thing," he said. "The
bureaucracy of the United States
does not always allow this,
though."

Troupe uses performance
techniques to aid learning
by Eileen Brady
contributing reporter
If all the University is a stage,
members of the humanities
troupe are the players.
The humanities troupe, directed by Norman Myers, associate
Srofessor of theatre, uses active
leatric performance to supplement traditional classroom instruction.
"What we try to do is to contract with instructors in any discipline to use theatre techniques
in a classroom setting to enhance
learning," Myers said.
The troupe is made up of undergraduate and graduate students who enroll in Theatre 490 or
698 in the spring. The class meets
to discuss possible presentations
and to rehearse. Performances
are scheduled during class time
whenever possible.
Myers said the troupe performs
"just about anything a professor
might find useful.
Previous presentations have
included a staged, lifelike discussion in an interpersonal commu-

nication class which showed peo- there actually to help class disple are sometimes more inter- cussion or to help their own perested in how others say things formance skills.
"It's not for the performers'
than what they say.
Troupe members were also benefit," Lamielle said. "It's to
once planted in a large class dis- help make something more clear,
cussion about AIDS to ask pre- to illustrate points to students."
Kred questions that class mem- The troupe also performed
scenes from two Caryl Churchill
rs didn't raise themselves.
plays, "Vinegar Tom" and "Soft
Doug Lamielle, former hu- Cops," for a contemporary
manities troupe member, said drama class. Lamielle said it
the actors would debate among helps students who are studying
themselves in class, asking ques- difficult plays to see them acted
tions such as "How would one get out. Professors can also point out
tested for AIDS?" with other different elements in the performance.
actors answering the questions.
Most of the regular students
soon realized the actors were
Myers said he is interested in
planted because they had not potential troupe members and inpreviously spoken in class, he structors who want to use the "alternative learning" techniques of
said.
the humanities troupe, both on
Myers and Lamielle agree it is and off campus.
more useful if the students are
Students interested in becomaware the troupe's performance
ing part of the troupe for next
is being worked into the class.
"This sort of thing has to be semester should contact Myers
planned into the syllabus," Myers about registering for the proper
class for spring semester.
said.
Anyone who is interested in utiLamielle said the humanities
troupe debated in their class lizing the services of the humaniwhether the other students would ties troupe in the spring can also
think the troupe members were contact Myers at 372-7173.
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Demand

Council

Continued from page one.

Continued from page four.

called Martin and set up a meeting between him and the group at
4 p.m.
Confirmation of the agreement
will be given to a liaison between
black groups and Martin by noon
today.
"We are making progress, but
we're still not happy," said Muhammed Luster, president of the
Board of Cultural Activities. "We
will continue to demonstrate until
all the demands are met."
Luster said the leaders of the
protest were planning to make
contact with University President Paul Olscamp at his open
forum today to make sure he
clearly understands the demands.
Olscamp's forum was cancel-

led late Tuesday afternoon, but
representatives say he is planning to conduct an alternate
meeting in the Lenhart Grand
Ballroom in the future.
"I personally think he may
chicken out, but I hope he
doesn't," Tate said before learning of the cancellation.
Luster said Olscamp has spoken in favor of affirmative action
in the past, but added, "We will
see how sincere he is."
Tonia Simmons, president of
Black Greek Council, said the
Erotests will continue at the footall game this weekend.
"If I were in the majority, my
mother wouldn't want to come
and see that this University is racist," Simmons said.
According to Tate and Phi Beta
Sigma President Willie Garrett,
there will be support from
throughout the Midwest in Bowling Green this weekend as part of
the Fifth Annual Midwest Black
Student Unity Conference.
Luster said support for the protesters continues to grow.
"As the week grows, we are
getting support from black and
white faculty and students," he
said.

you run unopposed or scared —
and I was running scared," he
said.
"Two very capable people ran
against me, he said. Geraldine
ran a good campaign and Greg,
considering he had no party —
worked a very hard battle."
An ombudsperson will be a key
factor Anderson will work for in
the future.
"I'd like to get one in to settle
problems for everyone — after
all, I voted in the ordinance in
1973."
Republican Geraldine Jensen
said she has no immediate plans
to run for public office in the future, but wants to continue her
work on committees and other
city activities.
"I had very good party support," she said. "Except for the
the outcome — it was very pleasant."
Independent write-in candidate
Greg Richey said he is optimistic
about the outcome of the election,
because he brought up issues affecting students and the community.
"It's a victory for students —
no matter who wins," he said.
"I'm not disappointed."
"It isn't the end but just the beginning of the student movement
tor Bowling Green," Richey said.
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ALL YOU CAN EAT
SPAGHETTI
Hours:
Sunday...
Mon-Thurs.
Friday

first ward."
"The first ward is the most controversial ward in the city," he
said. "It's an enormous job with
the most problems."
Hamni gave her congratulations to Ziance and said she is
looking forward to seeing how he
will do in office.
Hamm said she plans on staying involved with the city, and
has no regrets about her campaign.
"It was a good learning experience," she said. "This is only the
first step forward for me."
"I'm going to try and stay active — whatever it may be," she
said.
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"They should be interested in wellness for themselves and other students," Rossi said.
Peer adviser applications should be turned in to
the Student Wellness Center by 4 p.m. Thursday.
Each student should also have a letter of recommendation from a professional such as a college
instructor or former employer.
Interviews will begin next week, Rossi said, and
accepted students may work as advisers next fall.
So far, the center has received five applications,
but 30 others have been distributed, Rossi said.

Rossi said the number of peer advisers depends
on the number of qualified applicants.
Before becoming an adviser, students must
complete a one credit-hour peer advising class
which will teach them interpersonal communication and wellness skills, Rossi said.
Wellness Center peer adviser Tera Pouliotte
said stress management and "get-to-know-you"
class activities let students interact with each
other.
While she was attending high school, Pouliotte
said, she worked as an adviser for younger students. Now she is able to help people who have
problems similar to hers.
"[Being a peer adviser] makes me feel good
about myself," said Pouliotte, an international
business major.
Shanna Price, a Wellness Center peer adviser,
said she obtained informatiorrfrom the class which
helped other students and herself.
Price, a sophomore business association major
specializing in marketing, said the class was "a
fun way oflearning" about wellness. She said she
is always learning while working as a peer adviser
for the Wellness Center.
Working as a peer adviser has helped Price
overcome her own shyness so she can work with
other students, she said.

Greeks clash with Gladiators
Nitro, Blaze, Zap and Tower
are just a few of tin- gladiators
who can be seen clashing on "The
American Gladiators" television
show every weekend.
But four University greeks
joined the fray at The Palace of
Auburn Hills, Mich.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon Tom Woetko, Alpha Epsilon Phi Scott
Plickert, Chi Omega Lara
Schneider, and Sigma Kappa
Denise Balogh participated in
"The American Gladiator Tournament" Oct. 26.
The contest was part of a six-school tournament while the gladiators were touring the area.

The four University students
earned the right to compete
against other universities by
scoring highest in a greek competition in early October.
Although the University participants played students from area
schools rather than the gladiators
themselves, they got to meet the
gladiators at the tournament.
"After seeing Nitro battle on
Saturdays it was exciting to meet
him when I participated in the
tournament," Woetko said, "especially considering he is a Sigma Alpha Epsilon, too."
The tournament consisted of
the same events seen on television. Plickert and Schneider participated in the joust event, while
Woetko and Balogh gained points
in "the eliminator."

Plickert and Schneider tied
Central Michigan in the i oust, but
Woetko and Balogh were
defeated by the (Vntral Michigan
team in the eliminator event.
"It was the best feeling to be in
front of the screaming crowd
fighting to earn points," Balogh
said. "I was nervous, but it didn't
matter."
"It was so fun that it almost
didn't matter if we won or lost,"
she added.
The University was the only
college representing Ohio in the
tournament. The University of
Michigan, Michigan State University, Oakland Community College and Wayne State University
also participated.

give blood

Mary Gallangher's

. 12:00-2:00 I'.M.
. . 11:30-1:30 P.M.
4:30-7:00 P.M.
11:30-1:30 P.M.
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People who like helping and working with other
people while helping themselves learn more about
wellness and health may want a job as a volunteer
student peer adviser at the Student Wellness
Center.
Maria Rossi, The Well coordinator, said the
center is looking for students who are enthusiastic
and willing to work wellness criteria in their own
lives.
While there are no background or scholastic
major requirements for peer advisers, Rossi said
students should have a grade-point average of 2.5
or higher and be willing to put time into working
with the Wellness Center.

BGSU Theatre Presents:

$4.25

6 De Donde ?

Quantum 90 card accepted after 4:30 for on-campus students.
Quantum 90 card accepted all day for 95 card holders.

UHO

by Greg Watson
heallh and environmen! reporter

RM|

Located in the University Union
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Volunteer advisers offer
'wellness' to the campus

by Sherry Turco
general assignment reporter

: Continued from page one.
. ONLY YOU CAN PREVENT FOREST FIRES
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November 7-9
8pm
November 10
2pm
November 14-16
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8pm
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Eva Marie Saint
Theatre

SIGN UP FOR A
CRAFT
MINI-COURSE!
Learn to apply Appliques

Call the Box Office right away to reserve your tickets:
372-2719, Monday - Friday 10am - 2pm, 4 - 7pm

WHEN: November 13, 7-9pm

COST: $4.00

Shopping Trlp-\ov 23 - 10om-6pm
Fairlane Mall, Dearborn, Michigan
Cost. S8:00-Covers
transportation
only-must Dring own
-spending money
28 spaces availaPle
Call or stop by UAO office

BASKETBALL FANS!!
UAO IS GOING SEE
Detroit
Pistons

u_

Washington
Bullets

DATE: Sunday Nov. 10
TIME: 4:30pm
PRICE: $20 (ticket and trip)
Sign up in the UAO office or
call 372-2343 for more info.
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352-9951

Terry Davidson & The Gears
Wednesday Nov. 6 - Saturday Nov. 9

Learn to cover a photo album with cloth
WHEN: November 11, 7-9pm
COST: $15.00
Sign up in UAO office 3rd floor Student Union
beginning Nov. 4

GET A HEAD START ON
HOLIDAY SHOPPING

HOWARD'S club H
210 N. Main

IILLCOLOR

18-20 Welcome
$2.00 cover after 9:30
21 and Over
$1.00 cover after 9:00
HOURS:
Mon.-Sat.: Noon 'til 2:30 a.m.
Sunday: 2:00 p.m. 'til 2:30 a.m.
■

it Mini-Pitchers Every Day*

HOME OF THE MAC CHAMPS!

NOVEMBER
OPEN

4-8

24 HOURS

115 Railroad Street, Bowling Green
3111 Bancroft St., Toledo
2306 South Reynolds Road, Toledo

354-3977
535-5679
866-5464

kinkes
the copy center
Noi valid with other offers. 99« is for full color User. Resiling extra on color.

COME SUPPORT THE FALCONS AND CELEBRATE
THEIR CLINCHING OF THE MAC CHAMPIONSHIP
AND TRIP TO THE CALIFORNIA RAISIN BOWL!

BOWLING GREEN

VS. KENT

SATURDAY 1:30 • PERRY FIELD
SET TICKETS NOW FOR MOM * DAD!
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Will Jordan guide Bulls
to NBA's 1992 crown?
Will this season's National
Basketball Association championship end in a "Blaze" of
glory, or yet another Bulls-eye?
Or will the Suns shine, or will
the competition be Spur-red? As
this young season gets underway,
it's a jump ball as to who will finish atop the NBA.
So let's take a look at some interesting insight about the upcoming season and give you, the
fan, a chance to make your own
evaluations of this year's champion.
PREDICTIONS — In the
Eastern Conference, the Chicago
Bulls seem to be the logical
choice to roll to another championship series, but one falter
could hinder their season, like
seeing Michael Jordan in an expensive suit on the end of the
bench or the Bulls' team chemistry boiling over.
Suprise team—New York
Knicks. The team respects its
new commander, Pat Kiley, a
head coach with four world
crowns and 10 years experience.
With Ewing finally settled, the
Knickerbockers will be tough.
Downhill skiers—Orlando Magic. After last season's impressive 31-win season, it looks like
the Magic was a fluke. With Scott
Skiles as your leader, there's only
so much you can accomplish.
Cavs outlook—With one of the
best front lines in the league, it
would seem Cleveland could contend. But, then again, we've been
saying that for a while. Without
Mark Price, the backcourt is
weak, especially with John Battle
also hurt. Brad Daugherty, John
Williams and Larry Nance will
have to carry the load. But when
Price returns, look for the Cavs to
surprise the experts with a lateseason spurt and probable playoff
berth.
Division winners—In the Central it will be the Bulls, with the
new-look Pistons following. In the
Atlantic, it's a toss-up between
Boston and New York. If the Celts
stay healthy (unlikely), they will
roll to the division title. Don't

Kantz's
Korner

count out Philadelphia and
Charles Barkley, who, despite the
attitude, is one of the premier
players in the league.
All-stars—Guards — Michael
Jordan and Reggie Miller. Forwards — Charles Barkley and
Derrick Coleman. Center —
Patrick Ewing. MVP—Jordan if
Bulls repeat, Barkley if not. Rookie of Year — Greg Anthony or
Kenny Anderson.
Western Conference — The
Portland Trailblazers are a team
on a mission after being shunned
of the NBA title two years in a
row. Its starting five is probably
the best in the league, with Terry
Porter, Clyde Drexler, Buck Williams, Jerome Kersey and Kevin
Duckworth. A lack of consistent
half-court offense is the only sign
of trouble.
Surprise team —Golden State
Warriors. Run TMC (Tim Hardaway, Mitch Richmond, Chris
Mullin), one of the most explosive
combinations last season, was
reworked with the trade of Richmond for rookie Billy Owens. The
&-foot-9 multi-faceted forward
will give the Warriors more versatility and a little more size,
something they lack tremendously and will need to improve
on to be a contender.
Downhill skiers—Los Angeles
Lakers. The supreme team of the
80 s is on the decline. Although
the drop won't be drastic, little by
little Hollywood's biggest show is
having the curtain pulled on
them. Magic is aging and the
team lacks quickness that the
speedy Western Conference

guards will tear apart.
Division winners—In the
Midwest Conference, the San Antonio Spurs will win again. David
Robinson will be the best center
in the league this year and will
still get better. Keys to victory
will be Rod Strickland putting his
head on straight and staying
healthy. In the Pacific, Portland
will cruise to the finals in blazing
fashion.

\* mile kernel or < ream M\ le < oju.
< tit or In nth suit- dreen lit-.HIS,
sweei IV.IS or spin.K h

DEL MONTE
VEGETABLES
15-oz.
Cans

Dollar Days!

■
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ADDITION Al PI K< IIASI s • |o( 5J.09

Prices & Items Effective at Toledo & Bowling Green
Kroner Stores Nov. j thru Nov. 10, 1991.

1') ■>/. (.an Regular or Lite
Fruit Cocktail, Fears or Yellow Minn

DEL MONTE
PEACHES

All-stars— Guards — Magic
Johnson and John Stockton. Forwards — Karl Malone and Chris
Mullin. Center — David Robinson. MVP — David Robinson.
Rookie of Year — Billy Owens.

>$

A little bit of this... —Dikembe
Mutombo is being worshiped by
Denver Nuggets coach Paul
Westhead and he has thus
dropped the run and shoot and
gone to a more conservative
offense based around the 7-foot-2
center.
Mutombo is one of many rookies who went through training
camp and should contribute
early. Steve Smith of Miami,
Stacey Augmon of Atlanta, Terrell Brandon of Cleveland and
Rick Fox of Boston have all benefited from a full pre-season. The
top three picks missed training
camp — Larry Johnson of Charlotte, Kenny Anderson of New Jersey and Billy Owens of Sacramento.
And a little bit of that...— Chicago is a 4:1 favorite to repeat in
the Sheridan's Odds, with Portland right behind at 5:1. The Pistons are 10:1, while the Cavs are
75:1. Charlotte, Miami, Orlando
and Minnesota bring up the rear
with 1 million: 1 odds.
Finally... It will now cost a family of four an average of $141.75 to
see an NBA game this season, up
ten bucks from last year.
Matt Kantz is a sports writer
and a vid basketball junkie for the
News.

Falcons battle Rockets

The volleyball team puts its first place 10-1
league record on the line tonight as it hosts
archrival Toledo at 7:00 p.m. The Rockets are
4-7 in the Mid-American Conference and buried
in sixth place.
After thrashing Western Michigan this past
Saturday 16-14, 15-13 and 16-14 and then being
manhandled by Notre Dame on Sunday 9-15,
13-15 and 11-15, BG possesses a 19-4 overall record; The Falcons are currently ranked 7th in

the NCAA Mideast Regional Poll.
Senior co-captain Lisa Mika led BG to the victory over Western with an attack percentage of
.411, four solo blocks, two aces and seven digs.
She became the first Falcon to record over 30
kills in a match this year.
Middle-hitter Tammy Schiller leads the MAC
in hitting percentage (.394) and kills per game
(5.07) while ranking 4th in blocks (1.31) and 7th
in digs (3.36).

32-OX, Bottle

Newlove Rentals-

modern lease ideology
proves
successful
Newlove Rentals is a local
family, rental management
company providing service to
the Bowling Green community.
Throughout the years it has
served many people, also
including students like you.
One of its primary beliefs and
ideals has always been to
provide the best service
possible. This has been
accomplished through hiring
only the most informed, the
kindest, and most sincere
professionals as part of its
management team.
Newlove Rentals has also
always believed in competitive
pricing while offering the best
variety of prime locations
throughout the whole calendar
year. However, in a
competitive market one needs
new and fresh ideas in order to
serve ones customers as best as
possible.
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The Nawlovs Rentals professional management team

That is the reason why
Newlove Rentals is one of
the few rental management
companies in Bowling Green
that has developed a
modern, student-friendly
lease ideology.
The most important of
the new ideas is that
students can sign leases
without having to present a
parental consent. "We
believe students are
responsible adults and
should be treated likewise",
says Mary Newlove Noll,
the owner of the company.
Another fact that has been
I very well received by the
B.G.S.U. community is that
Newlove Rentals does not
have an application fee.
The 24 hours maintenance
staff and cleaning service
consists only of well
qualified professionals.
Newlove Rentals is also one
' of the few companies that
allows pets in some of its
locations.

Overall, the persistency o
accomplishments, and especially the student-friendly
lease ideology, have kept
Newlove Rentals ahead of
its competitors since the
company's beginning days.
And nobody but students
who have rented with
Newlove Rentals know this
to be more true. Proof for
this is that Newlove Rentals
has 100% occupancy again.
By offering students what
they want Newlove Rentals
has once again proved that
they are the experts of
knowing students' needs.
Be one of the proud
members of our big family
and come by our only office
at 328 South Main Street
and get our new 91/92
housing brochure. Remember, we fill up quickly,
Newlove Rentals, a local
family rental management
company that already knows
how to serve students like
you.

•UNLIMITED
MANXTACTURERS'

DOUBLE COUPONS

■REDEEM AS MANY OF YOt"R MANTFACTTRERS COUPONS AS YOl WISH FOR DOUBLE THF.IR VALIT. NOV. 3 THRU
NOV. 10, 1991 ONLY! This week your Manufacturers' "Cents Off coupons are worth double at Kroger. Limit 1 coupon
for any particular item. Offer limited to Manufacturers' coupons of SOC value or less, not to include cigarettes. (oupons
over Su< "ill be redeemed at face value. You must purchase products in sizes specified on the coupon. This offer
applies only to Manufacturers' "Cents Off coupons Tor items we carry and not TYee" coupons or' Kroger
Krc
or other
Retail Food Store coupons. Amount refunded cannot exceed the cost of die Item.
1
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Classified
CAMPUS & CITY EVENTS

COLLEGE BOWL IS BACK*
Novembers A 17
■

Mais may sign up NOW
m the UAO Office. 3rd tkx>r Union
Ca"37.' 2343 lot mo>einlo"nation
i 10 00 DP' learn or $2 50 per individual
Pi S-gma Alpha
Inlo Ntghi wtin Guest Speaker
7 30 p m Room 11 5 B A

Are you tired of being pushed around9 Does it
seem kko nobody listens to what you say' Can
you really get what you want' Do you have
problems dealing wilh ditlicult people9 Have we
gol the workshop lor you'" Learn How To El
lectively Deal With Lite by Using Aasertiveness
Techniques will be presented on Wednesday.
November 6 at 7 00 p m in the Alumni Room
on the 3rd ttoor ot the Union Make you* reservations by calling the Student Activities and
Orientation Otlice at 372-2843
We're
S O L D on Leadership'

8GSU Ski Club
Let It snow!!! Meeting Wed Nov 6. 9 00 pm.
112 BA ASPEN payments are due - and awe
some T-shirts tor sale' Long sleeve Ts - $1 5
Ski ya there!

RESERVATIONS AVAILABLE NOW

DAYTONA BEACH
'} jna ' MCHTS

SOUTH PADRE ISLAND
NIGHF>

STEAMBOAT

2 5 AND 1 MCHTS

DISCOVER EUROPE
Summer study program in France
Earn 6 cr. hrs -classes In English
informational meeting
Wednesday. Nov. 6, 8 30pm
At the French House
For more information call
Or Chittle372 8180 372-2646

PANAMA CITY BEACH
7 MCHTS

FORTLAUDERDALE
7 MCHTS

HILTON HEAD ISLAND
MUSTANG ISLAND I
PORTARANSAS
s J\r I Nicnn

nth Annual
Celebration!
TOU FREE INFORMATION I RESERVATIONS

1 800 321-5911

LAGA LAGA LAGALAGA
The Lesbian And Gay Alliance
Information and Referral
Phone Line
IS OPEN
Monday Wednesday and Friday
7lo10pm
352 5242 ■ * 352 LAGA
LAGA LAGA LAGA LAGA

m PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST ???
Inter national Relations Sponsored
FORUM
November 6 8 30pm 220 Math Science
Is it possible7
??? PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST ???

ATTENTION ALL
ALPHA LAMBDA DELTA MEMBERS
Be a part ot our Fust Appearance <n
THEKEV
Join us lor our GROUP PICTURE on
Wednesday Nov. 6 at 8:30pm
University Hallgrand Staircase
('Bonus- Caught studying hunt following picture')

* AND 7
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DISCOVER EUROPE
study program
Earn 6 cr. hrs.-classes in English
l n tor mational mee t>ng
Wednesday. Nov. 6. 8:30pm
At the French House
For more information can
Or Chittle 372 8180 372 2646
Habla - Escucha - Fiesta EspanoJ
We know your names but not your faces Come
see De Donde Sunday at 2 00 p m Being a
member means participating come jo«n the fun
We'll meet at 1 40 m front of Hanna Tickets
$4 00 with student I D

WOMEN IN COMMUNICATIONS. INC
OURNEXTMEETINGISNOV 6 AT
7 30PM IN 1 16B A
JAMIE PIERMAN. PUBLIC INFORMATION
MANAGER AT WGTE-TV FM
WILL BE SPEAKING

LOST & FOUND
Found 1 pair women's glasses Led m the
Hulp A Child office Call 372 7292

SERVICES OFFERED
COLORADO! COLORADO!
CJS INC HAS THE KEY TO YOUR NEXT JOB
LARGEST 450 COLORADO COS WITH 1400
MGMT CONTACTS
$24.95 CALL
1 800322 6774
Getting Married?
Have your wedding flowers done beautifully for
less Cal Something Old ■ Something New custom lloralcreations 354 4795
House cleaning available Experienced and rehable Carl Debbie 353 6302
LSAT • GRE ' GMAT
Before you lake the test, can the expert Local
classes forming now
Kaplan Educational
Center Call lor details 536-3701
Need a high Quality resume'* Deathly afraid ot
computers'' Call Tammy at 354-3474 Macm
tosh Resumes created to your specifications
tor a reasonable lee
PREGNANT?
We can help FREE pregnancy tesls and supportive services Confidential BG Pregnancy
' <■■

...

-i •■ ■' ;

Research and editing assistance available for
students term papers Also provide resume
and word-processing services Cell Hanan
423 0259 or 422 4960

PERSONALS

Go shopping with UAO
Saturday November 23 10am-8pm
$8 00 will get you to the
Falrlane Mall m Dearborn. Ml
Sign up NOW m the UAO Office
3rd floor Unon. Call 372 2343 lor info

yrZ
THANK YOU
TO ALL
MY SUPPORTERS!
+ American Red Cross
Please gKebkxxJ.
Tn

■ ' • 8e a Peer Advisor tor 1992-93' * * '
Are you interested m
•Helping students'
-Earning academic practicum credit?
Learning about personal wetness?
For more info call the WELL al2-B302

Are you interested in adventuring lo another
school for a semester or entire year? Perhaps somewhere warm a sunny? Perhaps
where there's lots ot mountains for skiing?
Perhaps to a place totally different from
Ohio? Then Ihe National Student Exchange
Is for you! For more details on this extraordinary program, attend our next info session
Friday. Nov. 8 at 1:30 p.m. in the Facutty
Lounge. 2nd floor Union.
AZD • Kappa Sigs • AZD - Kappa Sigs
Brian. Jell. Bob and Tom
We had a great time going down under1 Hell's
never been better1
Tricia. Cindy Robin and Julie
Kappa Sigs - AZD • Kappa Sigs • AZD
BGSUMomft.DadSh.ris
Jeans-N- Things
531 Ridge St 352 8333
Congratulations Falcons Football
#1 in the M A C
I LOVE VOU 153
Did you know7 The number ol legal abortions
reported lo Ihe Center tor Disease Control m
1986 was 1.371,285
Don t miss OMEGA FORUM'
Featuring Michael Maxwell
Speak mg on
CHANGE: A NEW GREEK TRADITION
November 6 9 15pm 115 Education

Turtles are green
Roses are pink
You're the greatest*
That's whai I think1

EVERY WED IS KARAOKE NIGHT
ONLY AT MARK'S
Weekly prizes' Register to win an overnight limo
trip to Windsor Canada
FASHION MERCHANDISING ASSOCIATION
Speaker - Cindy RiCker from Lazarus
Wed November 6 1991
8 00 p m McFail Assembly Room
FMA FALL FASHION SHOW
"FMA WORD TOUR:
A PASSPORT TO STYLE"
SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 10
2:00 P.M.
121 WEST HALL
FREE ADMISSION
INTRAWURAL ENIRIfcS DUE WtNS SGLS
RACQUETBALL • NOV 12. MEN'S WRESTLING • NOV 13. MENS ft WOMEN S
3PLAYERBASKETBALLNOV 21

College of Business Administration
Second Floor Lounge
Business Administration Bldg
■V11 am
College of Educ. 4 Allied Professions
Second Floor Corridor
Education Budding
■V11 am
• The Little Red Schootwuse and Clinical Lab
wiH be open for visitors *

The 1991
KEY yearbook
is in!
Please bring a valid I.D. to 28 West Hall to pick
up yours.
Limited number are also still available for sale.

Wanted Interested persons wanting to torn a
revue to perform The Rocky Horror Picture
Show at upcoming movie showings Must
have some knowledge of Ihe movie and characters For information can N*ki at 372- 5816

WANTED

I female subteaser needed tor Spring 1 mo
free rent men $200 mo plus utiMies House
close to campus own room Nonsmokers Can
352 2312
1 female subleaser needed Can move m as
soon as possible Cal 352-6253 Leave message
1 or 2 nonsmoking female roommates lo sublease lor Spring semester Call 352-6773
Leave message
2 nonsmoking subleasers lor Spring Semester
at Village Green Has pool, cable AC. dishwasher
Near campus
price negotiable
353-5104 Troy
2 subleasers needed for Spring 92" Nice
apartment low renl' Pool, shuttle service and
most utilities included Call 352 3190 Ask for
Misty or l>
ASAP
Need one male to sublease apt on N Enterprise for Spring 92 Only $125 a month ft utili
ties Please call 3520946
ASAP Need one nonsmoking male or female
to share nice 2 bdrm apt OWN ROOM.Cai
352-6138
Available Now And/Or Spring Sam
Non-smokmg female lo sublease nice apt
Close to campus 2 bedrooms. 2 baths
$150 mo
but will negotiate! Phone
1-692-2274 (cal collect! or leave message
Desperately need lemale subleaser for Spring
92'Fox Run Apt $150 mo plus utilities Call
Melody at 352 2559
Female subleaser needed for house m Spring
92 Will have own room and only one roommale $150 month Call Kim at 353-9399 •
m Please leave message if no answer

Jen
It has been 4 years since we started going out.
and it seems like 4 minutes I love you more
each day Many more years wil follow Guaranteed
l loveyou.
Jason

Need 1 male subleaser for Spring 1992 semes
ter m Haven House Apartments $150 mth
Call Chris at 353 2836

OMICRON DELTA KAPPA
Have you excelled In....
SCHOLARSHIP
ATHLETICS
CAMPUS ORGANIZATIONS
JOURNALISM
CREATIVE A PERFORMING ARTS
OR
RELIGIOUS ACTIVITIES?
Apply today lo be a member
of one of the most distinguished
honor societies!
Applications available In the UAO office
and 405 Student Services. Due Nov. 13

FREE SPRING BREAK TRIPS
to students or student organizations
promoting our Spring Break Packages
ood Pay ft Fun Call CMI 1800 423-5264

NO GIMMICKS
EXTRA INCOME NOW!"
ENVELOPE STUFFING

$600 • $800 every week Brooks international. Inc.
PO Box 680605* Orlando FL 32868

FOR SALE
1985 Volkswagen GTI sunroof. AMFM
cass 5 speed $1800 negotiable Cal
353-7493 leave message
1987 5 0 Mustang LX. 5 speed, air, new tires
sunroof. Alpme stereo 49.000 miles. $5,000
or best Offer Call 372-3731 or 389-6623 or
leave message
1987 Hartey Sportster 683 6000 miles Like
new Only ridden by grandmother to church on
Sundays Price neg 354 7921
19B7 Mercury Topaz Auto cruise, elec
windows and locks, air stereo Excellent condi
lion Call 354*3068
Car stereo Pioneer Super Tuner III premier se
ries Removable faceplate, remote control. CO
jack plus a whole lot more' $225 00 neg Call
2-1171 or 2-2855 and leave a message
Commodore 64 including Okidata 120 Printer
w cables 1541 Disk Drive w cables 1200
baud modem. 2 loysticks over 200 disks of
games utilities and more $220 obo CaH
2-1975 and leave a message
Lot #211 Maurers Park-Owner wantes it soW1
$3,500. 3 bedrooms Avar! Now Cal Newlove
Realty Inc 352-5161 or Juke Her. 352-7422
Macintosh SC 20 meg hard drive, lull page
monochrome monitor. NEC 24 pin letter Quality
printer data copy 300 dpi scanner. Tall Grass
20 meg tape back-up. Zenith external 2400
BAUD modem computer table, software ft
manuals $1795 00 352 0687. leave message
Nintendo and 12 games
Call Brad 372-3449
$150 00 or BEST

Graduating senior needs female subleaser lor
Sprmq semester Please call 354 4098
Help- Wa will pay you to sublease our apartment for Spring 92. Nice apt., close to campus, renl is negol. Call 352-7500 or 354-8474
for details.

OMEGA PHI AlPHA
We love the actives1
Thanks to all our awesome B^js'
- Your Pledges
OMEGA PHI ALPHA

Earn Si .000 per week at home stuffing envelopes' For information, please send long serf
addressed stamped envelope to CJ Enter
prises. Box 67Q68C Cuyahoga Falls. OH
4A222

Free Details SASE to
-HELP1 non-smokmg female needed lo sublease a
very large one bedroom apt for Spring 92 As
close lo campus as you can gel w'o living on
campus Call Lon 352-4809

Irish Club meeling Tonight! 9:00 114 BA
Come to help plan activities for Parent's Week
end Don't forget your money for the dance on
Nov 22 - See you there'

1991 Parents Day College Receptions
College ol Arts & Sciences
Amani Room
Northeast Commons
10-11 30 am

PHI MU KAPPA SIG PHI MU KAPPA SH3
POKEY AND CHUD
Thanks lor a greal time m "Hell " It we had anymore lun. we'd all "boot "
Love from your Zooma's.
Heather and Sha RON

6, 1991

Neefc a male sublease for Spring 92 semester
Fox Run Apartments, washer 8 dryer m unit
372 4791
Need one nonsmoking female roommafe to
sublease lor Spring Semester Apartmenl close
to campus $155 month Cal Michelle at
353 1018
One male subleaser tor Spring semester Excel
lent apartment All the comforts of home Call
Joe at 352 4815
One non-smokmg female roommate to sublease
house tor Spring Semester 2 blocks from campus $150 mo pkisutilit.es Call 352-7164
One or two nonsmoking male roommates for
Spring Cal 352-4301
SUBLEASERS NEEDED.2BR 2Bath Frazee
apt Close to campus'$150'month Give us a
call 352-0579
Wanted: Subleaser for Spring 1992 House,
located across from campus on Wooster Rent
negotiable Cal 353-6827 leave message

FOR RENT

"Now Leasing"
Summer ft Fall 1992-93 Leases
Large assortment to choose from
Stop by 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)
tor listing brochure 4 speak with our
friendly staff or call 354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate
Apartment for sublease on 11 7 N Main ml lor
Spring 92 If interested call Marty or Gary at
352 3570
HAVE YOU HEARD"'"'
R E MANAGEMENT
has its flyer ready for the
1992-93 School Year
ready and waiting for you to pick-up'
STOP IN TODAY'
113 Railroad Street
iNexttoKinkos)
352-9302
SUBLEASE FOR SPRING - 2 BR apt
$400 month Ail utilities except elec AC. gas
heat deck close lo campus Cal Jerry. Jim or
Brian at 352-9639

